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	Computers and the Law provides readers with an introduction to the legal issues associated with computing - particularly in the massively networked context of the Internet. Assuming no previous knowledge of the law or any special knowledge of programming or computer science, this textbook offers undergraduates of all disciplines and professionals in the computing industry an understanding of basic legal principles and an awareness of the peculiarities associated with legal issues in cyberspace. This book introduces readers to the fundamental workings of the law in physical space and suggests the opportunity to create new types of laws with nontraditional goals.
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Starting Your Career as an Interior DesignerAllworth Press, 2016

	Starting Your Career as an Interior Designer contains all the necessary tools and strategies to successfully launch and grow a professional design business in the competitive world of interior design. Drawing on the authors' extensive experience, this book includes case studies, and personal anecdotes that help teach you how...
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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This updated edition teaches everything you need to know to create effective web applications with the latest features in PHP 5.x. You’ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax, programming techniques, and other details, using examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms.

	
		If...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2010: A Beginner's Guide (A Beginners Guide)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Visual Studio 2010 Skills--Made Easy!


	Endorsed by Microsoft and written by a Microsoft MVP and Visual Studio expert, this hands-on guide teaches programmers and developers new to Visual Studio 2010 how to maximize the latest release of Microsoft's flagship development...
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Requirements Analysis: From Business Views to ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2002
The complete guide to requirements analysis for every system analyst and project team member.
Thousands of software projects are doomed from the start because they're based on a faulty understanding of the business problem that must be solved. The solution is effective requirements analysis. In Requirements Analysis: From Business Views to...
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Modular Neural Networks and Type-2 Fuzzy Systems for Pattern Recognition (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	We describe in this book, hybrid intelligent systems using type-2 fuzzy logic and
	modular neural networks for pattern recognition applications. Hybrid intelligent
	systems combine several intelligent computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic,
	neural networks, and bio-inspired optimization algorithms, which can be used to
	produce...
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Intelligent Complex Adaptive SystemsIGI Global, 2008


	I don’t believe in the existence of a complex systems theory as such and, so

	far, I’m still referring to complex systems science (CSS) in order to describe

	my research endeavours. In my view, the latter is constituted, up until now,

	by a bundle of loosely connected methods and theories aiming to observe—

	from...
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